ON SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 9, 1739, SIXTY-ODD SOUTH CAROLINA SLAVES took up arms and revolted, killing, as one terrified contemporary styled it, "twenty-three Whites after the most cruel and barbarous Manner."' While there is no direct testimony regarding the insurgents' motives in the Stono rebellion, an analysis of some hitherto unexamined sources, bolstered by logic, forensic reconstruction, and a detailed understanding of the insurgents' African and Catholic background, as well as by recent historical work by colonial specialists and Africanists, may offer an answer to a neglected question: Why did the slaves revolt on the particular Sunday of September 9, 1739? The answer has implications beyond the immediate concern of chronology, for it highlights the importance of the rebels' memories of Catholicism generally and of the Kongolese veneration of the Virgin Mary specifically-memories that not only prove to have been crucial factors in the insurgents' timing and iconographic shaping of the rebellion, but that also have broader consequences for historians of eighteenth-century American slavery. This article will carefully examine the timing of the Stono rebellion in order to better reconceptualize and reevaluate our understanding of African acculturation in colonial North America. Stono's timing and
Although we know a lot about the ethnic, religious, and strategic dynamics of the Stono rebellion, the slaves' motivations for revolting when they did remain as inscrutable now as they were to the colony's white population then. The main reason for our frustratingly opaque understanding of the rebellion is obvious: The story of the revolt has been reconstructed mainly from elite, white sources. The slaves themselves (or, rather, the records) are silent on why they revolted when they did. Little wonder that one recent observer has concluded that the slaves' "precise motives and reasoning lie beyond historical inquiry."7
Given the dearth of slave testimony on the insurrection, historians who have examined the Stono incident have had to rely on hard logic, historical reasoning, and a good deal of speculation in an effort to uncover the slaves' motivations. Thorton's seminal 1991 reinterpretation of the Stono rebellion is a case in point. He shows that "we can see the rebellion from a new angle if we consider the African contribution as well as the American one." His evidence is compelling and his argument powerful. Slaves involved in the revolt-particularly the leaders-were not from Angola, as most earlier interpretations had it, but from the heavily Catholic Kongo, which for many years had been under the influence of Portuguese and Italian clerics. Moreover, "the 
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because it coincided with the nativity of an important, protecting, and empowering Kongolese religious icon.27 Since no direct evidence exists to show that the Kongolese celebrated Mary's nativity specifically, the interpretation advanced here remains conjectural, although no more than that offered by Thornton concerning the martial symbols used in the rebellion. On the other hand, it seems likely that such a calendarconscious Catholic people were quite aware of the auspicious date on which they revolted.28 If Stono's slaves did rebel with Mary in mind, a case needs to be made that they not only had the wherewithal and opportunity to ascertain the date, but also that they infused the revolt itself with Marian memories and images. Regarding the former, it is probable that the rebellion's slave leader(s) was aware of the date in the English colony. Most sources agree on the literacy of the rebellion's leader-whatever his name. George Cato recalled that "Cato was teached how to read and write by his rich master." Indeed, "long befo' dis uprisin', de Cato slave wrote passes for slaves and do all he can to send them to freedom." Other sources and virtually all historians agree on the literacy of the leader(s); Wood, for example, argues that slaves revolted on the heels of the publication of the Security Act in mid-August 1739-a consciousness of which implies the literacy of at least some of them. Stono's rebels were, therefore, probably capable of ascertaining the date, presumably from snatched glances at newspapers. 
